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Self-awareness and leadership:  A path to higher performance                                                                     
Written by W. Craig Gilliam, April 2018 

“We know what we are but know not what we may be.”                                                              
~~William Shakespeare’s Ophelia 

An effort to grow in self-awareness is a dive into who we are and how to harness our best 
selves as leaders and organizations for higher performance and success1. 

Years ago, I intentionally set out on a journey into self-awareness through psychoanalysis.  I 
met with a Jungian analyst monthly.  My psyche and experiences were the laboratory or 
classroom. With my achiever, adaptability, learner, maximizer, relator and intellection engaged, 
the analyst and I explored my dreams, active imagination, encounters with others in the 
organization where I worked and other ways the personal shadow and the universal, collective 
world of archetypes reveal themselves.  While frightening, it was enlightening.  The more I came 
to know, the less I realized I knew. The stranger I was meeting on this journey was myself. This 
work on self-awareness was a way for me to discover more about myself as a leader-- what I 
look like when I am at my best, including patterns, tendencies, thoughts, feelings and behaviors 
and who am I when at my worst. This was a formational experience for me and my leadership. 
But, as valuable as the experience was, I also became aware of how difficult it is to bring such 
an experience into the workplace and/or community life.  

What the previous experience invited me to do was to begin the search for a tool that could be 
helpful for leaders as they attempt to increase self-awareness of both themselves and the 
organizations they lead--a tool that is not so problematic, does not create unnecessary 
resistance and sabotage but increases the possibility of responsiveness and a capacity for 
systemic impact. I have found that the Clifton StrengthsFinder (CSF) assessment is such an 
instrument. It invites leaders to raise self-awareness and to invite those in an organization to 
walk this path with him or her. Part of the value of CSF is that it helps people know how they are 
wired, their talents2 and strengths3 and how to leverage those talents and strengths to improve 
performance, achieve success and move toward excellence.  

When leaders honestly commit to the rigorous practice of self-awareness and it becomes part of 
the organizational culture, the self-knowledge helps them keep focused on and engaged with 
their vision, mission, goals, purpose, meaning and values, and lessens the chances of their 
getting lost in the in-between spaces of uncertainty and lost clarity as the wiles and wales of the 
interior and exterior interact.  

Self-awareness aligns with leadership best when partnered with self-definition, self-expression 
and self-regulation4. These four “selfies” are important legs on which self-aware leaders and 
organizations stand, deepen and expand. Self-awareness entails self as a confluence of 
elements, talents and strengths unique to that given person, the system and context and 

                                                        
1 The definition/description/criteria of “success” and “higher performance” is determined by you, your 
leadership/team and/or your organization and context. 
2 Talent is a natural recurring pattern of thought, feeling or behavior that can be productively applied. 
3 Strengths are the ability to consistently provide near-perfect performance in a specific activity. 
4 I first heard self-awareness, self-expression and self-regulation used together from Albert L. Winseman, a Senior 
Learning and Development Consultant at Gallup and the writer of Master Monday. 
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includes all the other selves in that situation—those who are and have been—and how to invite 
the best out in them and in one’s self. 

Self-definition embodies a grounded foundation, a centered, imaginative identity that grows out 
of who we are and invites and nurtures trust, stability, compassion and hope among the people 
he or she leads, while being porous, versatile and flexible enough to flow with the changing 
currents and seasons. He or she can hold space for emerging realities and needed 
conversations; they can live in and hold together the tensions and paradoxes that life presents.   

Self-expression entails the ability to know who he/she is, talents and strengths, and the “what” 
and “how” of expressing and robustly embodying those in a message of self, both verbally and 
non-verbally, individually and collectively, in presence and performance. Tom Rath comments, 
““You cannot be anything you want to be - but you can be a whole lot more of who you already 
are.”  

Self-regulation entails knowing which strengths to leverage or embody for the given situation 
and people involved. It involves the art and dance of knowing the difference between what is 
timely to express and what needs to be held because it is still ripening, still in process of 
becoming as are possibly the ears who hear, receive, adapt or reject it. Self-regulation is, in 
part, the recognition of when the grapes are ripe, and the people are ready. 

Neither knowing all the answers nor the ‘why’ of everything that happens are descriptors of self-
awareness. Self-awareness is a phenomenon that allows the leader and organization to see 
their world honestly and responsively. Because of her/his/their position in the system and self-
awareness, they can see the situation as is and embrace it as an opportunity to grow, adapt and 
evolve. Their talents and strengths serve as a fulcrum to leverage those unique opportunities 
into the future. Through their themes and domains, the leader and team can intentionally 
execute, influence, relate and think in ways that provide outcomes for increased productivity, 
higher performance and a better quality of life.  As Coach Doug Peterson of the Philadelphia 
Eagles said to his team at the Super Bowl (2018), “. . .an individual can make a difference, a 
team makes miracles.” 
                                                                                                                                        
 
Craig’s top 5 themes are: Achiever / Learner / Adaptability / Maximizer / Relator 
 
 


